
 

Transit Ads offers Metrorail dominance to advertisers

Transit Ads™ - South Africa's largest transit media brand - is now offering marketers the opportunity to regionally
and nationally dominate Metrorail media platforms. Shamy Naidu of Transit Ads™, outlines the bigger picture.

The commuter landscape is changing. Over the past years there has been an
enormous focus on the development of public transport infrastructure and train
stations in particular. Train stations have been revamped, upgraded and turned into
attractive environments that include retail, entertainment, banking and eating. Train
stations have become a multiple layered space that offers convenience for the

commuter as well as the pedestrian passing through. For advertisers wanting to reach this audience, this environment
provides a golden opportunity – one that offers high frequency, high visibility, high dwell times and low wastage.

To harness the power of this environment, we’ve added Metrorail Dominance Packages to our Transit Ads™ portfolio.
These packages allow advertisers to take advantage of these spaces and completely brand an entire train station, providing
top of mind awareness in a captive, uncluttered environment.
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Various Dominance Packages are available to suit the budget and are made up from a selection of 152 train stations
concentrated in metropolitan cities and towns in Western Cape, KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng.

It has to be noted that today’s commuter is very different to the commuter of, say, 10 years ago. Today’s commuter is
brand savvy, price aware and influential. She is connected on social media and relies on word of mouth from friends and
family. He is an information seeker and finds this information through various media from traditional television to digital out
of home television, from online sites to billboards and touchscreens. Today’s commuter is a decision maker.

For brands that need to make an impact through sheer numbers and frequency, Metrorail Dominance Packages meet the
objectives. Ticket sales show that an audience of 4,8 million commuters travel through train stations every month. On
average, on arrival a commuter will linger in a train station for 14 minutes. On departure, they wait on the platform for an
average of 32 minutes. Of these train commuters, most will travel by train five times a week and on average 21 days every
month.

As the numbers clearly demonstrate, with high frequency and complete dominance, the opportunity for commuters to see
and recall multiplies enormously. Recollection, assimilation and viewer reaction is also enhanced through our environment
media mapping technique, which matches medium to site, ensuring that each touchpoint - be it a billboard, a digital screen
or an activation - is the perfect fit for the zone and maximises the time that a commuter spends in that zone.

The Transit Ads™ Metrorail Dominance Packages allow for full ownership of stations, both nationally and regionally.
Packages can also be tailor-made to suit campaign requirements.

Transit Ads™ is South Africa’s largest transit media brand. To find out more about
Metrorail Dominance Packages and other offerings, call Hugh Wilson on 0861 776 826 or
email az.oc.egatnavorp@hguh  or go to www.provantage.co.za or follow
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Provantage launches SA’s first real-time, place-based media audience measurement tool – Protrack 30 Apr

2024

Provantage and T+W launch Ant Lion - A full service digital content agency 10 Apr 2024

Outsurance announces partnership with South African Schools Netball 3 Apr 2024

Cape Town International Airport makes the top 3 in the world – and big brands are noticing 6 Mar 2024

Outdoor Network’s rotating digital billboard network goes national, maximising ROI for advertisers 5 Mar 2024

Provantage

Provantage is one of the largest and most innovative end-to-end integrated marketing solutions and media
businesses in Africa, extended over multiple key consumer touchpoints and covering a range of
environments and audience segments.
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